Blind source separation in single-channel EEG analysis: an application to BCI.
In this work we present a technique for applying Blind Source Separation (BSS) to single channel recordings of Electromagnetic (EM) brain signals. Single channel recordings of brain signals are preprocessed through the method of delays, and the delay matrix processed with the BSS technique described here called LSDIAGTD which uses temporal decorrelation to implement the now popular Independent Component Analysis (ICA) algorithm. This allows the identification and extraction of statistically independent sources underlying these single channel recordings. In particular we depict the analysis of single channel recordings from a Brain-Computer Interfacing paradigm. We show that BSS technique applied in this way extracts a series of codebook vectors representing the spectral content underlying the recorded signal. It then becomes possible to identify and extract particular rhythmic activity underlying the recordings. We show that rhythmic activity in the 8 to 12Hz band can be extracted in the case of imagined hand movements for a particular BCI paradigm.